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Abstract: A country's innovation policy is supposed to reflect its aspirations and
potentials in technology development. The Technology Development Department
(T DO) of the Ministry for Science and Technology of t he Republic Serbia (MST ) is
responsible for creating and implement ing the governmental innovation policy (GIP).
T hi s paper describes the application of a multicriteria-based evaluation and selection
procedure of R&D project proposals submitted for financial support within the
framework of the GIP. The basic problem encountered in this selection procedure was
to define the criteria for evaluating project proposals, while technology development
priorities were instrumentalized through these cri te ria. Results of t he project proposal
evaluation done for each of the criteria are aggregated in order to get a unique index of
t heir overall quality, using t he additive utility concept.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The eve rlasting problem of any innovation, i.e . R&D, policy at the
international, national, sectorial, or company level is the selection of R&D projects to
be financed within the framework of a specific policy. The problem is technical (the
amount of investment for submit ted R&D project proposals generally exceeds the
available financial resources), political <R& D project selection is by its very nature
political, si nce it includes political influence and criteria), very complex and always very
sensitive. Many attempts have been made to introduce objectivity, a wholistic
understanding and science-based methods and procedures in solving the problem of
R&D project selection .

• The research on which this paper is based was supported by a grant from Miqist l')' for Science and
Technology of the Republic Serbia. 1 am grateful to Prof. Vlastimir Matejic and my colleague Obrad
Mikit, of the Mihajlo Pupin Institute, for comments and suggestions to the preliminary draft.
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Literature on this subject is ubundant (1 0], [15]. [16], but there is still room
for new approaches and developments [I ). [31. This paper prese nts a quan t ita tive
mult icr ite ria procedu re, developed for a very real problem deriving from the adoption
and implementation of governmental innovation policy in the Republic of Se rbia
However, it seems that the procedure developed for this specific case can be used in
simila r cases, not only at the nat ional but a t the interna tional , sectorial or larger
corporat ion level. Bearing this in mind, the procedure is presented together with a
description ofthe case fur which it was been developed and impl emented.

2. DESCRIPTION OF T HE CASE

The term "national innouation policy ~ is a common denominator for all
act ivit ies undertaken by governments and other in stitu tions in the area of research
and development. In Se ptember 1990, the Government of the Republic of Se rbia
tOftS) adopted the document "Technology Developmen t Policy in the Republic of
Serbia" [14) (hereinafte r OIP ). The framework, in te nded actions and instruments for
implemen t ing the govern ment's innovation policy were defined in this document . The
background ma terial used in the process of GIP preparation was mainly su pplied by
the Science and Techno logy Polk")' Research Cente r. a research unit in the Mihajlo
Pu pin Insti tu te (2J, (5J. (11J , [12J, (13J_
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The lifespan of GIP consists of several phases Wig. 1). The first phase
encompasses an analysis of experience gathered abroad, accompanied by the work of
experts in particular fields of science and technology. The main output of the work
done in this phase is a report on the state of the art and prospects for each
investigated R&D field . An important element of this repor t is a survey of financial
and other resou rces required for performing the intended R&D activities in the
respective fields of science and technology. Most expe rts naturally place the greatest
emphasis on the field they deal with; as a result, the desired resources for R& D
projects enormously exceed even the most optimistic projections of available
resou rces. This is why the next phase in the GIP lifespan concentrates on the creation
of a set of measures, instruments and activities to be undertaken by the government
wit h the aim of designing and implementing a national innovation policy su ited to the
achieved level of domestic science and technology development, and defines the
government's aspirations and available resources. After the GlP document had been
adopted, the government takes steps towards t he third phase in the GIP lifespan: its
im plementa tion and continuous evaluation of t he expe rie nce gained. The evalua tion
is intended to identify shor tcomings and introduce modifications which would allow a
redefinition of GIP.

The main part of GIP is devoted to measures with market sector benefits,
with the goals:

• To enhance the overall innovative capability of the economy;
• To help the establishment of new companies based on new tech nologies, and
• To develop the behavior of the public sector so that it will contr ibute significantly

to the technological development of the market sector and to th e deve lopment of a
national innovation infrastructure [14].

To achieve the above goals, the government decided to take general and
specific measures. The general measures include the taxation policy ( tax exemptions )
and the financing of innovation projects . Specific measu res include suppo rt for
precompetitive research projects, stimulation of the diffusion of new technologies ,
qual ity assu rance promot ion, assistance to enterpr ises based on new technologies and
coordination of the te chnologica l deve lopment of the public sector (public
procu rements etc. ).

Im media tely after the adoption of GIP the TDD of the MST announced a call
fur the submission of project proposals to be cofmanced from the governmental budget
(6) ,. This call str ictly stated:

• how to prepare and write a proposal;
• types of R&D programs;
• prioritized technology fields I programs;
• conditions for cofmancing;
• project evaluation crite ria, and
• project selection procedure [6].

\Ve shall shortly describe each of these elements.
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R&D Programs

Projects to be cofinenced are classified according to objective, contents and
sco pe of R&D activities, into the following three programs:

(I) Strategic Technological Re search Projects (STRP).
(11) Precompetitive R&D Projects (PRDP),
(Ill ) Innovation Projects (lP).

Strategic Tech.nologicol Research Proj ects are those R&D projects which are
"intended to produce esse ntial R&D prerequisites for Se rbia's long-term technology
development ... and to link applied research with basic research- [2]. Precompetitiue
R&D Proj ects. involving several enterprises and R&D organizations , are those
intended to raise the level of the technological capability of the involved organizations,
whose results should provide a basis for the development of new products and
processes. T he IP program consists of those R&D activities which are very close to
commercial application and thus it also includes activities on fmalizing some
pre viously started development up to the phase of product or process
commercialization (e.g. design, const ruction and fabrication of a prototype or pilot
plant, testing, completion of technical documentation, etc.).

Prioritized Technology Fields

The following fields have been taken as priorities in this case of GIP:

• Infonnation Technologies (IT);
• Ene rgy Technologies (ET);
• BioTechnologies (BT);
• New Materials (Nl\I);
• Heal thy Food (HF);
• Revitalization of existing technologies and Quality improvement (RQ).

Prior ity subfields were also determined for each of the above-stated fields.

Conditions for cofinancing

The R&D organizations registered for conducting R&D activities were invited
to submit project proposals for all three programs. Industrial organizat ions were
invited to propose projects for PROP and IP programs, on condition that at least one
registered R&D organization participated in each proposal. Project proposals for IP
program could also be submitted by individuals "with adequate innovative results" [2].

The maximum du ration of project cofmancing is up to 3 years for STRP, up to
2 years for PROP, and up to 1 year for IP program. The TDO's share in fmancing
STRP has been set at up to 70%, and in PROP and IP up to 50% of total project cost.

Conside ring that the requested resources would significan tly exceed those
available, and that all the, ::.l.hrr.it t....d proposals would in general satisfy the require-
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meats, it was essential to define a methodology for the evalua tion and select ion of
the submitted R&D projects as well as a procedure for its implementation. The
methodology should enable the decision makers to create priority lists of R&D projects
for financing purposes, based on a reliable evaluation and the overall quality of the
submitted R&D projects.

For the moment, we shall leave the description of the specific case and
concentrate on the essence of this paper: the methodology I procedure for R&D project
proposal evalua tion and the generation ofa priority list, i.e. the selection procedure.

3. THE METHODOLOGY FOR R&D PROJECT
EVALUATION AND SELECTION

This methodology defines:

(a) the evaluation and selection procedure;
(b) technical suppor t instruments (9).

The project evaluation and selection procedure consists of the following
activities (Fig. 2):

(1 ) Announcement of the invitation;
(2) Registration, classification and formal checking of project proposals;
(3) Compliance test of project proposals with the adopted GIP (Test I) ;
(4) Accuracy and integrity validation (Test Ill ;
(5) Peer review of project proposals (Test 111);
(6) Aggregation of the results of project proposal evaluations and creation of

priority lists;
(7) Selection of proposals for cofmancing;
(8) Corrections and, if necessary, repetition of some activities as requested by

the decision maker;
(9) Action on complaints and preparation for final decisions on cofmancing.

Simultaneously with the project evaluation and select ion procedure, the
TDO's authorized bodies (TOO Council and Boards established for project monitoring
by technology fields ) carry out the procedure fOf resource allocation by technology
fields (IT , ET, BT, NM, HF, RQ) and programs ISTRP, PHDP,lP).

To perform the stated activities, the methodology prescribes the following
su pport instruments [9]:

• sandardized forms for project proposal submission, project proposal reviews and
reports by proposers on project proposal status;

• software support for crea ting databases on project proposals and reviews.
required surveys, statistics and reports on project selection ; ,

• a specifically designed method for multicri teria analysis and evaluation of project
proposals.
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The core element of this methodulogy is the evaluation of R&D project
proposals (crite ria and aggregation ). It ha s a feedback influence on project proposal
prepara tio n and submission and thus it is of primary importance to project select ion .
This is the reason for its detailed description .

Multicriteria evaluation of project proposals

Mu lt icriteria evaluation of project proposals is the bas is of R&D project
select ion . Thus, the definition of criteria"is one of the most delicate and important
part s of evaluation [7], [8]. These criter ia have been defined in accordance with :

(0) the general objectives stated in the GIP, a nd
(b) the specificities of STDP, PRDP and IP programs.

The select ion of criteria to be applied was made on condition (a ) of non
colinearity among criteria and tb) that the number of cr ite ria corresponds to a balance
betwee n the tendency for project evaluat ion completeness and the decision makers
inclination to deal WIth few criteria.

The fu ll se t of criteria consists of two su bsets: basic and cont rol cri teria . The
basic subset contains criteria for direct eval uat ion of the hard components of R&D
proposals while the control subset con tains criteria for evaluatio n of the soft
compo nents and associated risk of R&D proposals, and in some hidden way represents
the evaluat ion of evaluators . intended to increa se the objectivity of the evaluat ion
procedu re . We stress that evaluat ions by criteria from the cont rol subset se rve only to
"control" the evaluations by cri teria from the ba sic su bset. These control evaluations
have no direct bearing on the creat ion of the aggregate index.

The basic su bset criteria are grou ped according to the su bject matter which is
being evaluated with their use. Accordingly, ther e are four groups (G):

Gl - The relevance of Il&D results

Crite r ia from this grou p are used to evaluate the objectives and contents of expe cted
results with respect to: (8) the state of foreign and dom est ic research in the respective
field , and (b) technological u p-to-da teness of expects. reject resul ts, i.e . the scient ific
contribution (for b'TDP and PRDP) and technological justifiability (for STDP. PRDP, IP).

G2 - The adequacy of planned inputs

The aim of this b'TOUP of criter ia is to evaluate the adequacy of the planned material,
fina ncial and human resources for project a ccomplishment.

G3 - T he availability of expected R&D r CHUlts

Criteria from this group are used to compa re expected R&D results fro m the proposed
project with those a lready existing worldwide, considering their up-to-dateness {t he
level of originality), availability , relevan ce, access to exis t ing knowledge and
technologies, etc.
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G4 - Demand (or expected R&D results

The aim of th is group of cr iter ia is to evaluate the extent to which the industrial and
other organizations participating in project financing are really interested in . and
capable of, applying the expected project resu lts.

The subse t of contro l cr iteria is divided in two groups, for t he purpose of; (a )
assessme nt of the level of "subjectivity" of the reviewers, and (b) evaluation of the
competence of the project leader , subproject leaders and members of the research
team. These group s are:

G5 . The competence of project and subproject leaders and the project
team.

Competence is evaluated on the basis of references from t he preceding 10 years. The
re fere nces a re provided in accordance with a classificat ion of R&D results and
normatively define d minimum number of references for particu lar research .

G6 - The risk associated with project realisation and implementation.

At t he same time, this evaluation is taken to represent t he risk level of the investment
allocution.

The criteria defined in the contro l groups (G5, G6) also represent , to some
extent , modified defin it ions of previous criteria (defined in groups G1, G2, G3 and Gn
Thus, if expert evaluations using the basic and control criter ia su bset significantly
differ, a new review is requested.

The number of criteria in the groups ranges from 1 to 3 and varies from one
program to another tSTDP , PROP , and IP ). The value of cr iteria weighted coefficients
is dependent on program type , so that identical elements of project proposals from
different groups have different shares in the to tal project evaluation weight (T ables I ,
2 and 3 ).

Multicriteria evaluation

The index of the ove rall qu ali ty of each R&D project proposal (multicriteria
evaluation) is the result of aggregating the evaluations for each applied cr iterio n. This
aggregation is obtained usin g the addit ive utility concept [4] for the following reasons :

1. We find that decision makers prefer methods involving simple algorithms,
because they allow them to follow "the logic" of aggregation . The addit ive utility
method establishes sim ple rela tions among evaluations done using a single crite r ion
and decision maker preference s (criter ia weigh ted coefficients). The aggregation is
done by summing up single utili ty functions.

2. The additive utility conce pt does not offer the possibility of automatically
reject ing an alternative (project proposal) if its evaluation by some criterion is very
low. The aggregate index has its no matter how small) value and priority list, made
according to the aggregate index for all project proposals. It is a complete ranking of
the qu ality of all proposed projects .
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When the additive utility concept is used. the aggregate ' value" (i.e. total
index) of the quality of a project proposal is determined by expressing t he project
proposal utility as the measure of t he expected value of the contribution of the
proposed research to the achievement of objectives defined in th e Government
Innova tion Policy. In t he eval uat ion process, experts select one of th e qualifications
offered by each cr iter ion (e.g.• in group G1. experts can choose one of the following
qualifications for the criterion of technological justifiability of project implementa tion:
(a) very high, (b) high, (c) modera te , (d) low). These qualifications are then assoc iated
to qu antitative equivalents which represent the evaluation of the level at which some
object ives or requirements defined in the T DD's invitat ion will be achieved lin the
above example, these values are: (ul e L; lb)= O.67; (c)=O.42; (d)= O.08). These
quantifications are then multiplied by the respective weighted coefficients of the
cr iteria considered (in group G1 whose total weighted coefficient is taken to be 0.45,
the criterion of technological justifiability was given coefficient 0.27). The aggregate
' value" of project proposal quality by all cr iteria (total index) is obtained by summ ing
up the values of the products of the quantified evaluation and weighted coefficient of
each single criterion.

All quali tative evaluations (i.e. the cr ite ria qualifications) have their
quantitative equivalent which can take a value from 0 to 1. Table 1 lists all criteria ,
the states of alternat ive evalua tions for each cr iter ion and the corresponding
quantitative equivalents for STRP, PRDP and IP groups of projects (programs),
respect ively.

Formalizing the described procedure , it follows tha t the index of aggregate
evaluation for the i-th project proposal for a subset of bas ic cr iteria (ABj ) and for a
subset of control cr iter ia lAC,) are:

•
All, = L ab,;

j _l

6

A Cij = L OCi}
, oS

(2)

where: i = 1•...•11 - denotes project proposal : j - 1.....4 - denotes basic cr iteria group;
j = 5.6 • denotes control cr iteria group.

T a b le 1: Cr iteria for project proposal evaluation

Group P rograms:
Cr ite ria Alte rnative

qu alification s
STDP PRDP IP

Gj •
wcv

~
w~ qa w~ Q'

GI I Technologseal justifiability Very high 0.27 0.32 1.00 0.50 1.00
of project real iz.ation High 0.67 0.69 0.70

Moderate 0.42 0.38 0.40
Low 0." 0.07 0.10
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Group P rogra ms :
Crite r ia Alte rnat ive

qu a lification s
STDP PRDP IP

Gj k
wcv ,," we" ,," W," ,,"

Gl 2 Scientific basis Very high 0.18 1.00 0 ,17 L Oa . .
I1igh 0.75 0.71
SignHicant 038 0.43
Low 0.13 0 .14

G2 1 Research cost Unrealistically high 0.13 0.66 0.15 0.66 0.25 0.80
Reulisuc 1.00 LOO 1.00
Unrealtsucal fv low 0,66 0.66 0.80

G3 1 Availability of planned l ligh 0.20 1.00 a .HI 1.00 0.15 1.00
project result Significant 0 .60 0.60 0.66

Low 0.20 0.20 0.16
G4 1 Demand for planned High 0.22 L aO 0.18 LOa 0,10 1.00

project result S igni ficant 0.60 060 0.62
Low 0.20 0,20 0.25

G5 1 Competence of project High 0.15 1.00 0,10 1.00 0,17 1.00
team for the respeetive Significant 0.60 0 ,60 0 .60
fie ld of crcect nrooosal Low 0.20 020 0.20

G5 2 Competence of project Competent 0.22 1.00 0.17 1.00 0.17 1.00
leader ~ot competent enough 0.25 0.20 0,20

G5 3 Compete nce of subproj ect Competent- max value 0.11 1.00 0.08 1.00 . .
leaders Not competent

enoueh - rna;" valu e e 0.25 0.20
G6 1 Mat erial and equ ipment Compl etely . . 0,05 1.00 - -

avai labi lity for project Mainly - 0.66
rea liza t ion Significantly 0 .33

Minimally 0.03
G6 2 Risk of research V{' I)' high 0.22 0.07 0.26 0.07 0.25 0.07

investment (project High 0,27 0,27 0.33
realisation) Significant 0.47 0.47 0 .66

Low 1.00 1.00 1.00
G6 3 Risk associat ed with Vel)' high 0.30 1.00 0.34 LOa 0.41 1.00

project result High 0.70 0.70 068
implementa t ion Significant 0.40 0.40 0.40

Low 0.10 0.10 0.12

Legend: wct! 
qa 
k -

weighted coefficient value (w );
quant itat ive equivalence (r}.
index for the number ofcriteria in group Gj.

The partial aggregates ajj are for med as the sums of the produ cts of single
evaluations, rjj l" and the weighted coefficie nts of criteria, Wj lt, within the cr iteria
b'TOUP considered:

m,
ab.j= L T.jk .Wjlt )= 1, . . . , 4

'-Im,
acij - L r .JI< • IV Jit ;) = 5, 6

'-I

(3)

(4 )
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where In) is the number of criteria in thej-th group of criteria, on condition that:

143

, M,

L L w,' = 1 ;
;s l ' -I

( 5)

Priority or Ranking li sts

Evaluations by a single cr iterion and aggregate evaluations are inputs for
creating three sets of prior ity (rankin g) lists (5) for each group of projects r.e.
programs (5 TRP, PROP, IP ):

5 1: pr ior ity lists of project proposals by each single criterion (created using single
evaluation index, rij' ) , for each program (S l1 for STHP, 8 12 for PHDP, 5 13 for IP );

S2 : priority lists of project proposals by cr iter ia group (t hey are created u si.ng
partial aggregate index, a U)' for each program (821 for STRP, 822 for PROP, 523 for
l P );

53: priority list (one) of project proposals formed according to aggregate
evaluat ion index, Ai, for each program (531 for 5TRP, 532 for PHDP, 833 for IP).

Decision makers consider priority list 53. In cases when additional
information is needed, priority lists by partial aggregates (52) and single criterion 15 })
are used for detailed identification of evaluations. This usually happens in cases where
two or more project proposals differ slightly in aggregate criteria values (apart from
the position in the priority list, decision makers also receive aggregate criteria values,
i.e. partial aggregate values and evaluations according to single criterion, in t he case of
priority l ists 52 and 53l. The decision makers then cons ider partial aggregates, or
even single criterion evaluations, in order to understand more clearly the quality of
individual project proposals.

Peer eva lua t io n o f p roject proposals

Project proposals are evaluated by the peer revi ew technique. Each proposal
is evaluated by two independen t (unkno wn to each other), anonymous experts (t heir
identity is only known to authorize d adm inistrators in TDOl. The evaluation index
value of project proposal , TiJ" is determin ed by ave raging the evaluation indexes of
both reviews, i.e.

r'J' (e l) + r lJ, (e2)

2
(61

where e J and e'z denote the rust and second expert, respectively.

When single criterion evaluations by two expe rts (r'J. (eJ ), rlJ, l(2» greatly
differ (te nd to extre mes), the project proposal is subjected to a third, also anonymous,
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expert evalua t ion tt be third expe rt is unkn own to the previous rwo).'

4. BACK TO THE CASE

The methodology described in Chapter 3 was used in se lect ing projects which
were financed by the Min istry for Science and Technology of the Republic of Serbia for
the period 1991 -1993. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show some results of the desc ribed
methodology for this concrete case. Results are grouped according to the foUowing
indicators:

(a) the num ber of projects by programs (STHP, PRUP, IP ) and technology fields
(IT, ET, BT, NM, HF,IlQ);

(b) the du ra tion of projects by programs tSTHP, PHUP, lP ) and technology fields
(IT, ET, BT, NM, IIF, IlQ);

(c) proposa l submit t ing organiza t ions (univers ity depar tments, ins ti tutes, R&D
units, industrial enterprlsos, individuals) by prosrems (STRP,PRDP,IP) and

technology fields (IT,ET,llT ,NM,HF,RQ).
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I Requests for an anonymous and independent reviews were obeyed in the case described in this
paper. A third review is requested in 1" 5 tha n 1% of the total numbe r of project proposals . T his low
percemege can be ascribed, to some extent, to the high quality and thl' high level of objecuvny of
expert evalua tions .
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Figure 4: Duration of projects - survey by programs an d technology fields

The following are a few remarks which may be of wider interest:

1. The number of submitted project proposals was ext remely large (nearly 1000).
One of the reasons is that TOO is practically the only public source of R&D
fmancing in the Republic of Serbia;

2. The share of proposals coming from enterprises and individuals of the total
number of submit ted proposals is considerably smaller than that from R&D
organizat ions (3.65% and 96.35%, respectively). Apart from the fact that R&D
organizations are more adequately organized for such invitations. the reason also
lies in a cer tain am oun t of reluctance by individuals and entrepreneurs to deal
with the bureaucratic system of government finan cial support. This should be
taken into account in future governmental actio ns in fman cing R&D projects for
attitude small and medium-scale companies and private entrepreneurs;

3. Requests for resource allocation, expressed in man-years, indicate an unrealistic
attitude by project proposers regarding the source of financing (TOD). TOO's
availab le resources amou nted to 30 million OEM per year. The amount requested
was nearly 2.5 t imes larger than the available funds. The largest number of expert
reports indicated that requests for financing were exaggerated;

4. Nearly two-thirds of the proposals were rejected (347 out of95~ were proposed for
the acceptance). This was a departure from the previous practice of allocating "a
bit to everyone".
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Figure 5: Proposal submit t ing organizations - su rvey by programs
and technology fields

Table 2 shows resource alloca tion by techno logy fields and programs when
the project proposal se lection procedure "Has com pleted.

Tahle 2: Resou rce al locut ion under TDD's invita tion , by programs a nd
technology fields

TECHNOLOGY FIELDS

Informat ion Technojo ies (IT)
Ener Technolo "f'S (ET )
BioTechnol ies (BT )

RF.SOllR<.;!:o; Al.LOCATION ( % )

ST RP P RDP II' Total

17.10 060 3.50 21.20
7.50 060 0.54 .1' .64

10.10 060 2.98 1368
10.80 1 20 024 12.24
960 0.10 0.06 9.• 6

:o-:"w Matl'ria ls IS M,
l lealthv Food mFI
Revitaliaarlon or I'u stmg technologies
and Qualitv inJ rovement , R )

Tota l :

25.20

80.30

. 30

7.40 12.30 100.00
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The objectives and priorities adopted in the Technological Development Policy
can be, and in this case have been , completely "mapped" through the multicriteria
evaluation of project proposals by applying the described methodology. Despite the
shortcomings that are immanent in any subjective judgement, the peer review
technique can be strongly recommended for eval uat ing the validity R&D project
proposals. However , the success of the selection depends not only on the method
applied in t he selection process but also, and more so, on the quality of R&D project
proposals and on the degree of Cooperativeness of al l participants: reviewers, decision
makers and project proposers. So, instead of includi ng how successful multicri teria
analysis has been in the se lect ion of R&D projects in this specific case, we will focus on
the following:

(1 ) Complete methodological support has been provi ded for the
evaluation a nd selection of R&D projects for TDD. This was of crucial importance for
decision making and thus very acceptable to decision makers;

(2 ) The criteria and procedures used for project proposal evaluation
ensured fu ll instrumentalization of the governmental innovation policy;

(3) However, the selected projects represent the actualization of the
governmental innovation policy on ly at the level of competence expressed by R&D
inst it ut ions and individuals through R&D project proposals .

The described su pport to decision makers is u nder further devel opment :

(1 ) The development of a decision support sys tem mSS) to automate the
decision making procedure and provide decisio n makers with earsier access to all the
required in formation;

(2J The development of informat ion support to certain procedures within
the evaluation (development of database on experts in in particular science and
technology fields, which are the main sou rce of information on potent ial reviewers ;
databases on completed R&D projects, R&D projects in progress, etc .I.
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